Abstract: Detection of abrupt change is a key issue for understanding the facts and trends of climate change, but it is also a difficult task in practice. The Mann-Kendall (MK) test is commonly used for treating the issue, while the results are usually affected by the correlation and seasonal characters and sample size of series. This paper proposes a discrete wavelet entropy-aided approach for abrupt change detection, with the temperature analyses in the Haihe River Basin (HRB) as an example. The results show some obviously abrupt temperature changes in the study area in the 1960s-1990s. The MK test results do not reflect those abrupt temperature changes after the 1980s. Comparatively, the proposed approach can detect all main abrupt temperature changes in HRB, so it is more effective than the MK test. Differing from the MK test which only considers series' value order or the conventional entropy which mainly considers series' statistical random characters, the proposed approach is to describe the complexity and disorderliness of series using wavelet entropy theories, and it can fairly consider series' composition and characteristics under different scales, so the results can more accurately reflect not only the abrupt changes, but also the complexity variation of a series over time. However, since it is based on the entropy theories, the series analyzed must have big sample size enough and the sampling rates being smaller than the concerned scale for the accurate computation of entropy values.
Introduction
This paper mainly considers the issue of abrupt change detection. Understanding the climate change over time and space is a hot issue at present, since it has potential impact on hydrology, ecology, environment, biodiversity conservation, desertification, weather risk assessment, as well as many other natural processes [1, 2] . Climate change generally increases global average precipitation [3] and global and continental runoff [4] . Moreover, changes in runoff have severe impacts on the temporal and spatial distributions of available water resources [5] [6] [7] [8] . Climate change also will lead to the changes of the times, intensities and durations of water-induced disasters, including environmental problems linked to water management and quality [9, 10] . Therefore, evaluating the climate change is an important task, as it is for helpfully guiding many practical water management activities [11] .
During the investigation of climate change, abrupt change detection is a foremost task to support the description of general and local dynamics and effects. However, it is also a difficult task due to the complex climatic processes and existing methods' defects. Most of present studies indicate thatabrupt climate changes in the World have mainly happened since the 1980s [12] , while there are differences from region to region due to the diverse climatic and geographic conditions, which make further investigation of the space differences of abrupt climate change. The rank-based nonparametric MannKendall (MK) test is one most commonly used method for detection of trends and abrupt changes of a series [13, 14] . It is simple and can cope with missing values and values below a detection limit [15] [16] [17] . However, the MK test is not robust against autocorrelation and cross-correlation of series [18, 19] , and also depends on the sample size as well as magnitude of the trend to be detected [20] . Observed climatic series usually have short lengths and good correlations, so the MK results would be inaccurate and must be viewed with caution. To overcome the defects of the MK test, various approaches were suggested to remove the affects of serial correlation, such as pre-whitening, trend-free pre-whitening, variance correction and block resampling techniques [21] [22] [23] .
Presently information entropy theories are also widely used for analyzing the complexity of dynamic systems. The entropy is a measure of the degree of uncertainty, complexity, disorderliness and irregularity [24] [25] [26] . Higher entropy reflects more random and complex systems, and vice versa. Traditional entropy usually provides inaccurate or incomplete descriptions of dynamic systems which generally operate over multi-temporal scales [11] . Comparatively, the sample entropy and multi-scale entropy are more effective for analyses of those systems with multi-temporal scale characteristics [27, 28] , but they cannot treat the non-stationary series such as climatic series [4, 19] . Characterizing the scaling properties is essential for understanding climate variability. The wavelet analysis (WA) method is capable of elucidating the localized characteristics of non-stationary series both in temporal and frequency domains [29] [30] [31] . The wavelet entropy, combined by WA and information entropy theories, is an important concept of describing the variability and complexity of dynamic systems with non-stationary and multi-temporal characteristics [32, 33] . It is to first analyze a series by WA, such as continuous or discrete wavelet transform, and then calculate the entropy measures such as Shannon entropy [34] , mutual information and relative entropy [35] . Various studies have manifested the better performance of wavelet entropy in analyzing the variability and complexity of climate processes compared with traditional methods [35] [36] [37] .
The main objective of this study is to propose an alternative but simple approach for abrupt change detection by employing the wavelet entropy theories, which are used to quantify the complexity of a climatic series, and obvious changes of series' complexity can reflect the abrupt climate change. Following the basic idea, this study takes the Haihe River Basin as example, and employs the wavelet entropy theories to detect the abrupt temperature changes in the basin. The discrete wavelet entropy results are compared with the MK test results and conventional entropy results for verification. Results indicate that the proposed approach is more effective for abrupt change detection compared with the other two. Finally, a set of conclusions summarize this study.
Data Set and Methods

Data Set
The Haihe River Basin in North China is greatly impacted by climate change. With an area of 318,200 km 2 , it is located between 35°-43°N latitude and 112°-120°E longitude. It comprises mountains and plateaus in the north and west, and the North China Plain in the east and south parts ( Figure 1 ). The study area belongs to the semi-humid climate in the monsoon region of the East Asia warm temperate zone, characterized by hot and wet summers and cold and dry winters. Average temperatures in the basin range between −4.9 and 15.0 °C [38] . In order to clearly and intuitively display the abrupt temperature changes in the study area, the series of temperature data measured at the Duolun, Tianjin, Wutaishan and Xinxiang weather stations in the study area ( Figure 1 ) were selected as examples for the study. The data were gained from the China Meteorological Data Sharing Service System (http://cdc.cma.gov.cn/). All these series have the same measured years from 1961 to 2010, with no missing segments.
The observed annual average temperature series in Figure Four annual average temperature (T) series used in this study, and their conventional entropy and discrete wavelet entropy (DWE) results computed by using daily temperature series.
MK Test
The Mann-Kendall (MK) test is commonly used for detecting trends and abrupt changes in time series. All the mathematical test details can be found in [39] . The essence of the MK test is based on series' value order, so the results are usually affected by serial correlation. The prewhitening method is usually used to eliminate the influences of series' correlations (if significant) on the trend detection results. However, the impacts of serial correlation depend on the sample size, magnitude of the serial correlation, and the magnitude of trend. Generally, when the sample size and magnitude of trend are large enough, serial correlation would not significantly affect the MK test statistics. Besides serial correlation, the seasonal component of a series would also affect the MK test statistics [18] . Therefore, the annual series are used commonly to eliminate the affects of seasonal components. Since observed annual climatic series usually have no enough sample size, the influences of sample size and seasonal components cannot be eliminated meantime. In this study, we used the MK test to analyze both the daily and annual average temperature series for comparison with the proposed approach.
The DWE-Aided Approach Proposed
Differing from the MK test which mainly considers series' value order, the proposed approach is based on the wavelet entropy theories. It is to detect the abrupt changes according to the variations of series' complex characters described by discrete wavelet entropy (DWE). There are obvious differences between stable systems and changing systems. Generally speaking, the complexity of a system is relevant to its entropy in the way that the entropy increases with the degree of disorder: the larger the entropy, the more disorder and complex a system [11, 33, 40, 41] . Here we assume that a climatic system under natural condition is stable, while it would become disordered and complex when encountering climate change. The changing climatic system has higher entropy than stable system, since climate change destroys the intrinsic meaningful structure in stable climatic system. Thereby, analyses of the variation of DWE values over time can understand the changes of physically climatic processes to some extent: more obvious increases of DWE values reflect more obviously abrupt change, and decreases of DWE values reflect weakening processes of climate change.
We used the discrete wavelet entropy to quantify the complexity of a series, mainly to treat the non-stationary characteristics of climatic series. A brief description of DWE computation is presented. The dyadic discrete wavelet transform of a series f(t) is computed as:
where j is decomposition level and k is time translation; ψ * (t) is the complex conjugate of mother wavelet ψ(t), and W f (j,k) is discrete wavelet coefficient. The biggest decomposition level M equals log 2 n given that the series has the length of n [29] . The sub-signal under each level is reconstructed as:
Therefore, a series f(t) after discrete wavelet decomposition can be expressed as:
where f is the residual under the biggest level M, and it generally is the mean or trend of series [31] . Furthermore, we used the Equation (4) to compute probability density function, which is estimated according to the wavelet energy (i.e., variance):
After that, the DWE is computed according to the conventional entropy equation [34] :
Differing from the conventional entropy which mainly considers series' statistical random characters [40] , the Equation (4) shows that the DWE is computed according to the composition and characteristics of series under different scales (i.e., decomposition levels), so it can more truthfully reflect the variability and complexity of climate processes.
The daily temperature series were analyzed by the proposed approach for detection of abrupt temperature changes. To be specific, the DWE value of daily data in each year was computed, and the variation of temperature series' DWE value with years at each station was obtained. Obvious changes of DWE values reflect the abrupt temperature changes. Choice of a suitable wavelet is the foremost task for computing DWE. In this study the "db8" mother wavelet (Daubechchies least-asymmetric eight wavelet) was chosen. The wavelet provides a reasonable choice for maintaining compact support in both the frequency and temporal domains and has an approximately linear filtering. All analyses on the series data were conducted in MathWorks MATLAB R2010.
Results and Discussion
The DWE results of four daily temperature series were computed (Figure 2 ), and they were also compared with the observed series and conventional entropy results for verification. The DWE values of those main abrupt changes of each observed temperature series were focused on. At the Duole station, a clear change from declining temperature to stable temperature in 1967 corresponds to an abrupt DWE increase, and two obvious temperature increases in 1987 and 1997 also correspond to two abrupt DWE increases. At the Wutaishan station, the obvious temperature increase at around 2000 corresponds to the abrupt DWE decrease. At the Tianjin station, the obvious temperature decrease in 1969 corresponds to an abrupt DWE increase, and two obvious temperature increases in 1980s also correspond to two abrupt DWE decreases. At the Xinxiang station, two obvious temperature decreases in 1969 and 1986 correspond to two abrupt DWE increases.
As a result, the variation of series' DWE values can clearly reflect all the main abrupt changes of four observed temperature series, verifying the reliability of the DWE-aided approached proposed. Comparatively, conventional entropy results cannot reflect these main abrupt temperature changes, indicating its deficiency compared with the DWE results. The reason can be due to the different essences of the two measures. As explained before, the DWE is based on the composition and characteristics of series under different scales, so the climate processes can be effectively considered for abrupt change detection when using the proposed approach. However, the conventional entropy mainly considers series' statistical random characters, but cannot consider the composition and characteristics of series. To sum up, the proposed approach is to describe the complexity and disorderliness of series by DWE, and the results more reflect the variations and abrupt changes of climatic systems, but do not only consider the visual fluctuations of series. In addition, by considering 95% statistical confidence level, the abrupt changes of four temperature series were also detected by the MK test. As a result, the MK test results indicate that four annual average temperature series show abrupt changes in 1960s and 1970s. Compared with the observed series in Figure 2 , it can be found that those obviously abrupt temperature changes after 1980s were not detected by the MK test. Therefore, the MK test results are not as good as expected.
The inaccurate MK results should be due to the defects of the MK test which is based on series' value order. The MK test results of four daily temperature series are displayed in Figure 4 , from which no reliable abrupt temperature changes can be detected, and it is due to the seasonal components in the four daily temperature series.
Comparison results indicate that the proposed approach can detect not only the abrupt changes, but also the complexity variation of a series over time, so based on it the climate change and variability can be more clearly understood. The MK test is usually impacted by serial correlation and seasonality, so it is not suitable for analyses of daily and monthly series but usually used for analyses of annual series. Moreover, the MK test results are mainly based on the value order of series, so it cannot reflect the complexity and disorderliness of series. Compared with the MK test, the proposed approach can fairly consider the composition and characteristics of series under different scales, so it can more accurately reflect the climate change and variability. However, more attention should be paid the following issues when using the proposed approach. First, wavelet choice and series' trend would impact the computation of wavelet entropy values [42] , so they would also impact the results of abrupt change detection by the proposed approach, and they should be carefully considered. Second, since the proposed approach is based on the entropy theories, the series analyzed must have big sample size enough and the sampling rates being smaller than the concerned scale for the accurate computation of entropy values, for instance, the daily temperature series were analyzed by the proposed approach for detecting the years when abrupt temperature changes occurred, but the annual series cannot meet this need.
Conclusions
In this paper, by taking the temperature variations in the Haihe River Basin as an example, a discrete wavelet entropy-aided approach was proposed for abrupt change detection. The observed temperature series indicate some main abrupt temperature changes in 1970s-1990s in the study area. The MK test results cannot reflect those obviously abrupt temperature changes after the 1980s.
Comparatively, the proposed approach can detect all the main abrupt temperature changes in the Haihe River Basin, but the conventional entropy results cannot do this. Differing from the MK test which mainly considers the value order of series or the conventional entropy which mainly considers series' statistical random characters, the proposed approach can describe the complexity of a series by effectively considering its composition and characteristics under different scales, based on which the results of abrupt change detection can be more reliable and accurate.
Since the proposed approach uses DWE to describe the complexity and disorderliness of series, the results more reflect the variations and abrupt changes of climatic systems. In addition, the proposed approach can detect not only the abrupt change but also the complexity variation of a climatic variable over time, so based on it the climate change and variability can be more clearly understood. To sum up, the conventional MK test cannot meet the practical needs enough, and the DWE-aided approach can be an effectively alternative method for abrupt change detection. Besides, the proposed approach can also be suitable for analyses of time series and dynamic systems in other domains.
Finally, further studies using more data from other basins with diverse geographic characters should be conducted to further strengthen the effectiveness of the proposed approach. In addition, the uncertainty of the DWE-aided abrupt change detection results should be further studied in the future.
